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CHAPTER 5

Curriculum Issues in Information Literacy
Instruction
Barbara Fister and Thomas Eland

Through Ollr profession's movements from bibliographic instruction to library
instruction to information literacy instruction and all points along the way! one
topic has continued to raise discussion and debate. Regardless of what technology is used! or which learning styles are addressed} or even what we call what we
do, the question of where we deliver information literacy instruction remains.
The question of what's most effective-teaching some number of sessions integrated into subject courses or teaching information literacy as a separate concept~is one that never seems to be fully resolved. When this topic comes up on
1L1-L (the online discussion list focused on information literacy instruction),
two voices often emerge with the clearest) most passionate arguments for these
two curricular approaches. This chapter provides insights from those two voices,
Barbara Fister and Tom Eland.

Course-Related Instruction
Barbara Fister
The debate about how best to teach information literacy is as old as the argument that it should be taught. To date, the most common framework academic
libraries use for providing information literacy instruction in higher education is
for librarians to collaborate with faculty in the diSciplines by providing courserelated instructional sessions and materials, usually meeting with the class in the
library for a Single period to acquaint students with the library resources and
search strategies most helpful for a particular research assignment. l
The vernacular shorthand for this approach-the "one-shot"-points to its
structural limits. Iflibrarians only have a fifty-minute window of opportunity to
r~ach. students) and if those sessions are dependent on individual faculty inviting
lrbranans to be involved without any overall vision of how it fits into the curriculum, it is difficult to build a systematic program for developing sophisticated
information literacy skills. Librarians become an adjunct to the course instructor)
a guest who rarely sees how the skills they are trying to teach are applied by the
students they are trying to teach. Too often) librarians given such a short amount
oftime end up focusing on research tools and "how the library works" rather than
on the more challenging processes of refining a research question) evaluating the
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results of a search} and understanding the context and content of sources. But the
"one-shot;' with all its limitations) embraces a fundamental assumption of courserelated instruction: that faculty in the disciplines are key players in information
literacy instruction and that they share with librarians the responsibility of making it a Significant part of the curriculum. In fact) it assumes the Single "shot" a
librarian has with the students is accompanied by a far more thorough exposure
to research skills proVided by the instructor throughout the course.
There are pragmatic reasons that course-related instruction has been more
Widely adopted by libraries than credit-bearing courses. Proposing a course
means its value must be articulated and accepted, first by the faculty and then by
students. How difficult that may be depends on the campus climate and the local political economy for developing and marketing course offerings. If a course
is offered as an elective} it may fail to enroll many students; a library may well
decide it's a better use of time to meet for a few hours with as many students as
possible in a variety of contexts rather than to spend several hours a \-\leek with
a small number of students. Making an information literacy course a graduation
requirement would reach all students! but it requires a great deal of curricular
negotiation and Significant staffing! puts a bulk of instructional resources into
a Single-semester experience-and there still is no guarantee students will believe it is worth their time and tuition dollars. In contrast, de\'eloping informal
relationships with individual faculty members is relatively easy. It does not require campus-wide acceptance and can be built and nurtured incrementally, as
time, staffing, and energy permit. And students are more likely to be motivated
to learn material if it has the immediate and obvious benefit of helping them
complete a particular assignment successfully.
But there are also philosophical arguments to be made that course-related
instruction is a sound approach. Proponents believe information is inevitably
embedded in a variety of social and epistemological contexts. Though there is
much to learn about finding} evaluating} and using information generally, information is always about something, and it can be argued that those skills are
best learned in the context of course content rather than in the abstract. Further, what "research" looks like differs from discipline to discipline and how one
conducts it will vary depending on the specific task. There is no Single process
for conducting inquiry, nor is information literacy itself generally considered a
specialized body of knowledge that exists apart from the diSCiplines in which
it is embedded.' Information literacy should address the broader issues of how
knowledge is produced! circulated, and acted upon in society, rather than treating information as discrete bits of material to be gathered and manipulated using
standardized rules and processes. In short, it can't be taught effectively as a set of
distinctive skills without reference to content or context. 3
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The cOllrse~related instruction approach assumes that the entire faculty
should be involved in teaching principles of information literacy (though faculty
in other departments may not call it that). It takes the position that faculty are
already invested in this kind of learning, and are willing to draw on librarians'
expertise to improve students' ability to find and use information across the curriculum. It views information literacy as a skill so fundamental it can't be taught
by a Single department and must be threaded throughout the student's career,
building skills incrementally through application in a variety of settings.

for higher education) including making better use of libraries in d""""'o;::,,o
its of independent inquiry.9 Certainly) the notion that information
~5 .;..
basic and essential skill that demands the attention of the entire f2.cuJry is 0£>'2
of the chief distinctions between earlier efforts at collaboration-one
member and one course at a time-and the more complex and demanding se: 0:skills outlined in the 2000 ACRL Information Literacy Competency Standanis
for Higher Education.1O
It's encouraging to note that these standards were endorsed by the American Association for Higher Education) demonstrating recognition beyond libraries and librarians. As the emphaSiS in accreditation has shifted from teaching
to learning) the assessment of libraries' contributions to institutional strength
has likewise focused less on inputs and outputs and more on what difference libraries make in student learning) often specifying collaboration between faculty
and librarians as an indicator of quality.ll More recently) information literacy was
identified as one of six intellectual and practical skills promoted by liberal learning by the Association of American Colleges and Universities in their Greater
Expectations report and their 2005 follow-up report on student achievementY
Another indicator that information literacy has achieved mainstream acceptance
as an educational goal for institutions is the development by the Educational
Testing Service of a standardized exam to test information and communication technology literacy that measures not just technological proficiency, but
interpretive) communication) and critical thinking skills. 13 Such developments
reinforce what proponents of course-related instruction have said all along: that
information literacy is a learning outcome shared across campus) not a subject to
be taught primarily by librarians.

Historical Roots
Though the phrase "information literacy" is relatively new, the notion that academic libraries should be a laboratory for independent learning has a long history. Justin Winsor made the argument in 1880 that librarians should be teachers, "not with a text book} but \'lith a world of books ..-\" In the 19605 Patricia
Knapp explored the concept of the "library-college;' in which learning would be
project based and library skills would be practiced and developed throughout
the students' entire education.' Though she argued that library skills were best
learned in context, taught by librarians and disciplinary faculty in collaboration,
her experiment uncovered the very problem that perplexes librarians today: how
to ensure information literacy would be taken seriously enough by faculty in the
disciplines that it would be explicitly and permanently embedded throughout
the curriculum. In the 1970s, Earlham College, under the directorship of Evan
Farber, developed a vibrant and much-imitated program of course-related instruction; indeed) course-related instruction that is provided by librarians in
collaboration with faculty is often called "the Earlham model.'" It is probably
no accident that the model was developed at a liberal arts college. A study of
libraries' contributions to student engagement found that students at liberal arts
colleges are more likely than those at research institutions to report involvement
in library research and for that involvement to correlate with other factors contributing to engagement) such as working closely with faculty and discussing
ideas with other students out of class.7 The residential nature and size of such
colleges may be a factor, as may be the focus of their libraries on undergraduate
education rather than on supporting advanced research with large and complex
collections.
In 1989 Patricia Breivik and Gordon Gee published Information Literacy:
Revolution in the Library, a book that boldly suggested librarians could lead the
way in higher education reform) arguing that libraries offer an interdisCiplinary
laboratory for the development of skills necessary for the modern age and lifelong learning.s This book appeared on the heels of Ernest Boyer's influential College: The Undergraduate Experience in America) that urged a number of reforms

Approaches to Integration
The structure a particular library will adopt in designing support for a course-integrated information literacy program depends on resources) strategic alliances)
and campus priorities. There is no Single roadmap for integrated learning that
will work at all institutions) but most academic libraries try to balance the need
to teach new students lower-level competencies with meeting the needs of more
advanced students whose understanding of how information works has deepened through their exposure to academic work within a particular discipline. The
following list covers some of the most common frameworks for instruction.
• The First Year Experience. Many libraries form alliances with faculty and
staff responsible for courses commonly taken by first year students. J4. This may
be a reqUired introductory writing or public speaking course) a first term seminar) or learning communities deSigned to introduce students to the academy.
These courses typically include an introduction to scholarly modes of COffiIT":U-
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nication, practicing argument from sources and documentation rulesj libraries
often use this activity to introduce basic library skills so that students will be
able to use the institutions' resources in future. Students at this level are typically
focused on practical needs rather than more sophisticated processes of evaluating sources and understanding the social and cultural contexts of informationj
their assignments are often focused on practicing skills rather than the content
of the sources they select, and as a result students often fail to engage with the
material. ls At universities with large enrollments (those that, ironically, have the
most complex libraries) a single introductory session may be the only predictable point of contact librarians have with students in the classroom. In some cases, classroom meetings are highly scripted or are replaced by online tutorials. 16
One potential drawback to designing a program that emphasizes reaching every
student in their first year is that faculty may mistakenly assume their students
have learned in their first semester all they need to know to use the library and
other information resources well. In fact, students who may not tackle a significant research project in their sophomore year are likely to have forgotten most
of the basic skills they were taught. 17 Further, if faculty decide whether or not to
build on basic skills based on students' reports of their own competency, they
are likely to be misled.'s
• Course-related instruction on demand. Librarians often develop collaborative relationships with individual faculty across the curriculum, providing
instruction for a variety of courses when asked. Sometimes these relationships
are built through department liaison programs, with librarians and faculty collaborating on collection development as well as instruction. At other times they
are ad hoc connections forged through more informal interactions. These instruction opportunities often offer the advantage of being more closely tied to
course content than first year experience courses tend to be. They also typically
focus on research tools and strategies that are specific to a discipline and go beyond generic skills. One drawback to this form of instruction is that students are
not all at the same level of proficiency, so there tends to be a certain amount of
repetition of information, and the only students who benefit are those whose
teachers believe in its importance. Because coverage is spotty, some students will
complain they have too many library sessions covering the same information,
while others may graduate without haVing any. And carefully nurtured collaborations fall apart when a faculty member moves on.
• Sequenced instruction embedded in a department's curriculum. In this scenario, students in a particular program learn research skills in a sequence that
builds from course to course, from basic skills in an introductory survey to the
integration of an entire repertoire of skills in a senior capstone project. This may
seem an obvious solution to the problems raised above, and yet it is far less com-

mon than one would expect for a couple of reasons. First, the faculty in a department must agree that some required courses in their major will include research
skills in an agreed-upon sequence. The independence many academics cherish
in their teaching seems to work against such brokered agreements. Second, the
major must have a sequence of courses. In the sciences this is common, but in
the social sciences and humanities courses aren't always taken in a prescribed order. Further, it is relatively easy for individual faculty to buy into the importance
of information literacy as a learning outcome that matters and to build it into
their courses. For an entire department to make such a commitment requires a
negotiation of values in which information literacy may be placed in competition with other outcomes such as ci\'ic engagement, quantitative literacy, global
awareness, or new diSCiplinary content. Finally, librarians who have been involved in such intentional curricular design report it can take years to build up
and maintain the level of trust and a'S2.reness that it takes for a department to
take the leap.I0
• Team-teaching. In some cases librarians meet multiple times with a particular class or even play an equal role "",:itb, a beult}' member in a diScipline in
designing, teaching, and evaluating student v:ork ror a course. Though there are
reports that such teaching is effecth'e 20 it is something of an anomaly, perhaps
because interest in collaboration is asymmetric21; librarians are deeply invested
in collaborating with faculty in the diSCiplines and belie\·e that their goals for student learning will be enhanced through collaborationi faculty in the diSciplines
are less aware oflibrarians' role in teaching and learning 2nd hzve far less investment in collaboration.21
• Faculty development. Some librarians have argued that our energies should
be placed in preparing the faculty to do a better job of te.:lching information literacy'2 and many libraries have conducted workshops .:lna other programs to
encourage faculty to embed research skills more errecri\"ely into their coursesY
Yet to date, there is no strong movement for faculty development programs to
replace the sort of course-related instruction that has been a mainstay in libraries since the 1970s. In part, this may be due to a recognition that libraries have
grown more complex than ever with the emergence of electronic resources. It
may also be a symptom of librarians' relative lack of social standing that they
aren't more often tapped to lead faculty development events. Yet there is some
irony in the fact that highly-trained faculty who conduct research routinely
aren't considered sufficiently expert to teach information literacy skills to their
students-or, if they are not competent to do so, that librarians don't take on
improving information literacy among the faculty as a cause as pressing as that
of improving students' skills, even though there is some evidence faculty would
be receptive. 24
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Creating a learning commons. In the past few years there has been a surge of
interest in designing library facilities in ways that encourage learning.zsThis rejuve~
nation of the cultural capital oflibraries recognizes that, in spite of remote access to
electronic materials and the ubiquitous web of information available on the Internet, there is a social dimension to learning that values the symbolic common space
occupied by the library. Librarians should explore the opportunities for learning
through informal social interaction in the library-and through online social networks. They would do well to reexamine ways that both traditional library services
such as reference and new technological tools can become more effective sites for
integrating information literacy into student learning.26
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Conclusion
Though CQurse- related instruction has been a primary means for libraries to promote
information literacy; the challenges noted early on by Patricia Knapp remain persistentlyvexing. Tom Eadie caused a stir in 1990 when he asserted flatly that "user instruction for students does not work:' More recently, an essay by Stanley Wilder in
The Chronicle of Higher Education argued that the information literacy movement is
actually "harmful:'27 Both critics described librarians' attempts to integrate research
skills into the curriculum as programs that focused on training students in the fine
points of search tools without questioning whether students actually needed or
wanted those skills. Both suggested that librarians wonld spend their time more
frUitfully redUCing barriers to finding information than in teaching students how to
overcome those barriers. Though many librarians faulted their characterizations of
library instruction as inaccurate, we do not have strong and consistent evidence that
course-related instruction has a positive effect on student learning, even though it
has been a fixture of academic libraries for over thirty years.
However, there is some recent evidence that information literacy may be
gaining wider acceptance outside the field of librarianship. As the focus of accreditation turns from teaching to learning and from inputs to outcomes, and as
organizations such as the American Association of Colleges and Universities articulate information literacy as a fundamental outcome of a liberal educationin short, as information literacy becomes a cause for higher education generally
rather than a library-driven movement-librarians may find the urge to collaborate less one-sided than it has been since the 1970s, with faculty growing more
willing to share leadership with librarians for making information literacy a common goal for higher education.

Notes
1. Surveys of library instruction methods conducted between 1973 and 1997 indicate that
while the number of academic libraries with instruction programs grew, the percentage offering
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A Curriculum-Integrated Approach to
Information literacy
Thomas W. Eland
Much has been written about course integrated information literacy. The goal of
course integrated information literacy is to make information literacy instruction relevant to students by contextualizing instruction within diSCiplined-based
courses that require some sort of research project. Proponents of course integrated information literacy instruction generally argue that it produces a collaborative approach to teaching the research process. The Association of College and
Research Libraries (ACRL) information literacy standards and best practices
material demonstrates a bias towards this model of instruction! urging librarians
to develop a cooperative model with teaching faculty for the delivery of information literacy instruction. Much of the information literacy literature implies that
"teaching faculty" are to take the lead in instructional delivery! with librarians acting in a consultative role.
While there is much that is commendable about this model-collaboration
is often a desirable educational goat and in an ideal educational environment
would be the norm) ensuring that the expertise of e\'eryone is utilized-there
are practical reasons why the model has not and ultimately will not work in higher education. Students and librarians would be better served by the development
of a curriculum integrated modeL

What is the Desired Outcome of an Information literacy
Program?
The first question that we must ask as a profeSSion is: "How many students do
we wish to reach with information literacy instruction?" Is the goal of informa~
tion literacy instruction to teach and assess every student who graduates from

